#1 Ohio State 7, Michigan State 0

**Singles competition**

1. #1 JJ Wolf (OSU) def. #95 Jack Winkler (MSU) 6-4, 6-3
2. #23 John McNally (OSU) def. Ivan Rakic (MSU) 6-0, 6-3
3. #65 Kyle Seelig (OSU) def. John Carlin (MSU) 6-1, 5-7, 1-0
4. #108 Martin Joyce (OSU) def. Anthony Pero (MSU) 6-1, 6-1
5. #121 James Trotter (OSU) def. Carson Gates (MSU) 6-2, 6-1
6. Hunter Tubert (OSU) def. Billy Shisler (MSU) 6-1, 6-0

**Doubles competition**

1. Martin Joyce/Hunter Tubert (OSU) def. Jack Winkler/John Carlin (MSU) 6-1
2. John McNally/JJ Wolf (OSU) def. Ivan Rakic/Colin Harvey (MSU) 6-0
3. James Trotter/Kyle Seelig (OSU) vs. Carson Gates/Billy Shisler (MSU) 2-3, unfinished

Match Notes:
Michigan State 6-12
Ohio State 17-2; National ranking #1
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1); Singles (6,2,4,5,1,3)
Official: Marcus Lee  T-2:00  A-182